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Abstract. Network analysis methods are actively used to research the 
behavior of digital repository users who utilize and create digital objects. 
At the same time, the research into the collective behavior of a group of 
participants who are members of the same school is much less common. 
The library of the Moscow Electronic School is a rather complicated 
system with multiple roles offered to users. The actors of the repository are 
teachers, students, parents, and publishers – anyone performing any actions 
with the objects. In this study, the school is seen as an actor performing 
actions with objects – lesson scenarios within the Moscow Electronic 
School repository of digital objects. Within the study, the authors compare 
the sociograms of schools that unite teachers and the scenarios created by 
the teachers and divide schools into factions based on network indicators in 
sociograms. The main method of presenting and analyzing data is network 
analysis and sociogram creation. The authors identify two types of 
networks: the network of single participant’s relationships and the network 
of relationships of teachers from a single school. The authors not only 
describe the data structure in the Moscow Electronic School system that 
records the digital trace of every individual and collective user but also 
create a digital map that reflects the dynamics of actions in the Moscow 
Electronic School system and identify the indicators that characterize the 
common activity of key participants. Moreover, the authors identify graph 
factions for schools that characterize the degree of interaction between 
teachers: disconnected groups, sparse graphs, crystallization centers, dense 
graphs.  
Keywords: digital repository, interaction of teachers, network analysis, 
digital object. 

1 Introduction  
In recent years, the number and variety of learning object repositories (LOR) have 
increased. The actions of the creators and users of digital objects inside the repositories 
attract the attention of researchers who analyze both the behavior of individual participants 
and the formation of groups and communities of participants interacting based on the use of 
materials from the repositories [1-3]. 
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Digital objects are usually defined as editable, interactive, open, duplicated, and 
distributed [4, 5]. Reusability means that a digital object can be reused in a new learning 
context and does not need to be tied to the discipline or subject for which the object was 
created. With all the variety of digital objects, educational analysts always strive to find a 
social object that students exchange [6]. Social theories of collaboration are closely 
connected to modern network science, the application of which to situations of 
collaborative educational practice allows one to gain new knowledge necessary for making 
management decisions. The collaboration of learners in various collaborative environments 
(Wiki, Scratch, and others) is quite often the subject of study, support, and purposeful 
design [7, 8]. However, teachers’ cooperation is studied much less often. Among the online 
platforms that support teachers’ reusing educational practice scenarios, one should first 
mention the British community ClowdWorks [9], which, however, froze its activities in 
2018 and currently operates as an archive of uneditable materials. Given this, the Moscow 
Electronic School (MES) project with the option to reuse lesson scenarios [10] is of 
considerable research interest.  

2 General scheme of users’ operations inside digital 
repositories 
In the early 21st century, the ability to reuse another person’s work became widespread. 
Remix culture has had a significant impact on education and new educational strategies [8, 
11, 12]. 

With all the variety of forms of collabortive network activity in all systems, this type of 
activity can be represented as a single scheme that allows one to analyze and compare 
participants’ activities. Various types of socio-technical systems, in which the 
collaborativeactivities of the participants are realized, save in the logs of all the 
participants’ actions: subject (agent), object (article, program, scenario), type (creation, 
copying, downloading), and duration of the activity. 

Various forms of collaborative network activity can be reduced to graphs: bipartite 
graphs, where subjects and objects of activity are represented, and unipartite l graphs of the 
participants’ relationships [13-15]. 

Since there is a digital footprint of actions on shared digital objects, we can build a 
digital map of the shared actions of participants in the MES. As a result of highlighting and 
visualizing data for each teacher, we get a common data structure that captures the digital 
history of the teacher’s relationship with other participants. 

The invariance of actions makes it possible to obtain sociograms of relationships in 
various communities and determine the roles of community members based on network 
characteristics. In a work on the typology of roles in Wikipedia, the authors [16] used 
sociograms to highlight the participants in the general field of the project. Yang discusses 
the various social roles that can be computed [17]. There are two key challenges that 
community designers face: the quality of the content that members post and keeping 
members engaged in using and improving the content. 

Henderson provides a typology of members based on their network characteristics: 
centers of stars and clique members [18]. This typology is built not on the actions 
performed by participants but on the form of groups and the position that individual 
participants hold in groups on the field of joint activity. We find Henderson’s approach 
interesting since this approach is related to the theory of community of practice, for which 
the process of moving agents from the periphery to the center of the community through 
establishing connections with objects and agents of activity is important.  
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3 Methods 
All actions of the MES participants are recorded by the system in the log files of individual 
actions. For data processing, visualization, and statistical analysis, we used the R language, 
in particular, the approach of tidy data presentation [19]. As a result of combining log files 
for various actions of participants on objects, we obtained a table with more than 30 million 
actions by 60 thousand teachers on more than 40 thousand digital objects. 

The table of actions provides a visual representation of the activities by all participants, 
individual schools, and specific teachers. 

When creating a digital map reflecting the dynamics of the participants’ joint actions, 
we based our actions on the basic Network Science approach. Network analysis and the 
creation of sociograms were chosen as the main methods of data analysis. 

This technique was also used to identify groups of teachers from the same school. We 
identified numerous school groups based on the fact that the actions of each actor are 
performed by teachers from the same school, presented the history of each actor’s actions in 
the form of a bipartite graph, and decomposed graphs into factions based on their network 
indicators. 

When there are fewer than 100 nodes in a bimodal graph representing the relationship of 
teachers and lesson scenarios, the sociogram is quite simple to view and interpret. In Figure 
1, one can see that the actions of many teachers in the school are associated with a single 
scenario. Several more scenarios are located at the periphery of the graph and have attracted 
the attention of single participants. 

 
Fig. 1. Bipartite graph of a school. 

If bipartite graphs of schools contain many participants and objects created by them, the 
situation can be simplified and converted to a unipartite l graph, in which only teachers 
connected with each other will be represented. A unipartite graph allows one to obtain an 
indicator of subject-directed interactions – the clustering coefficient. The clustering 
coefficient of a node is the probability that the two nearest neighbors of this node are also 
the nearest neighbors. The global clustering coefficient shows the level of connectivity and 
interaction of the group as a collective subject of activity. Connectivity is especially great in 
completely interconnected groups – cliques (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. A clique — a group of interconnected teachers. 

4 Results  
We distinguish four indicators characterizing the activity of schools in the MES system. 

The number of participants is associated with a particular school within the MES. 
Productivity is the ratio of the number of created objects to the number of participants 

in the activity. 
Usability reflects the number of accesses to scenarios. This indicator characterizes not 

only the popularity of the published scenarios but also the activity of interaction between 
the participants in shared activities. 

Density is determined by the number of connections between subjects and objects of 
collabortive activity as a result of subject-directed interactions. The value of the indicator 
can be used to judge the intensity of interaction between the actors of collaborative 
activities associated with the creation, viewing, copying, evaluation, and demonstration of 
scenarios. The density indicator can be applied to the network of links of an individual 
school, subject-based methodological association, or the entire network of the MES 
educational scenario repository. The density of a bipartite network characterizes the 
intensity of subject-directed interactions between participants. 

The connectivity of the system is estimated by the number of independent components. 
The more such groups, the lower the system connectivity. The connectivity indicator is easy 
to obtain for bipartite and unipartite graphs. To assess the system of collaborative activity, 
in addition to this indicator, one can use the indicator of the number of components in 
unrelated groups in the graph of subjects and objects of collaborative activity. The greater 
the number of independent components, the lower the degree of connectivity and the more 
disconnected the participants in collaborative activities are. 

Sociograms of schools can be viewed as structures in which the number of nodes 
(teachers and scenarios) and the density of connections that these nodes unite are gradually 
increasing. The history of most schools in the MES system begins with disconnected 
graphs. An example of a school in which teachers working in the MES are practically not 
connected to each other is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. A disconnected graph. 

Gradually, new connections arise between the participants and the graphs turn from 
disconnected into sparse, where the number of nodes is greater than or equal to the number 
of connections. At the same time, most of the participants are located at the edge of the 
network, and most of the scenarios are associated only with the authors who published 
them. In Figure 4, on the periphery, there are school teachers who performed single actions 
with scenarios that were published by teachers from the same school. 

 
Fig. 4. A sparse graph. 

Gradually, within the bipartite graph of the school, the number of connections between 
teachers and the utilized scenarios grows, and usually, several centers of crystallization 
appear. For example, in Figure 5 there is the graph of the school that shows the initial stage 
of the formation of teacher groups in the left and right parts of the graph. Moreover, the 
group on the left is much denser. 
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Fig. 5. Group crystallization centers. 

Further development of the school network containing authors and users of MES 
scenarios can contribute to the selection of several distinguishable clusters in the graph. 
However, much more often one encounters dense graphs with a very high density of 
connections within one component, which all teachers of the school strive to join (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6. A dense graph of the school. 

5 Conclusion  
Cases of using the MES and the structure of intra-school groups uniting teachers are 
analyzed. The data structure that records the digital footprint of an individual and collective 
participant is described, a digital map is created that reflects the dynamics of actions in the 
MES system, indicators are identified that characterize the joint activities of key 
participants. The connection between the actions of the participants and the emerging 
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network social structure has been established. The study shows that a bimodal graph 
representing the connections between teachers and the lesson scenarios the teachers have 
created can serve as a convenient form of visualization that expands the possibilities for 
assessing and discussing the school as a single agent that fills and uses the digital 
educational repository. 
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